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We have developed a simple but general analytical theory that elucidates the mechanism of spin-wave
generation from interfaces between ferromagnetic media pumped by a uniform microwave magnetic field. Our
calculations show that, provided there is a finite coupling between the two media, the amplitude of the emitted
spin waves depends linearly on the difference between their magnetic susceptibilities. The theory is successfully
applied to interpret qualitatively three recent experimental studies in which such a spin-wave emission was
observed. Furthermore, we describe how our approach can be extended to several more complicated spin-wave
excitation schemes employing electric, elastic, and optical stimuli.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A local perturbation of the magnetic order in magnetic
materials may often propagate in the form of a special kind of
waves: spin waves [1]. These are studied within the research
field of magnonics [2,3], which derives its name from that of
the magnon, a spin-wave quantum [4]. One of the greatest
challenges in modern magnonics is the generation of spin
waves with the shortest wavelength possible. Indeed, spin
waves need to be generated before they can be studied or
even used to transmit and manipulate data or electromagnetic
signals within perceived magnonic devices [2]. Shorter wave-
length would open both new avenues for magnonic research
and opportunities for miniaturization of magnonic technology
[5].

In the experiments to date, propagating coherent spin
waves with the shortest wavelengths have been generated us-
ing spin-transfer torques (STTs) [6,7] and microwaves [8,9].
The latter scheme circumvents the challenge of confining
the microwave magnetic field to the nanoscale by exploiting
variants of the Schlömann mechanism of spin-wave excitation
[10], which in turn can be interpreted in terms of Wigen’s
dynamic pinning [11]. This mechanism utilizes either natural
[9,10] or artificially created [12,13] magnetic nonuniformities
to break the translational symmetry and thereby to enable
coupling between an essentially uniform microwave magnetic
field and short-wavelength propagating spin waves. The Fano-
like [14] mechanism of spin-wave excitation, demonstrated in
Ref. [15] and then adopted in Ref. [8], may be regarded as a
special case of the Schlömann scheme. However, both the ex-
isting experimental demonstrations and theoretical proposals
have been limited to generation of coherent spin waves with
wavelengths down to several tens of nanometers. The limit
is ascribed to the dimensions of the relevant nonuniformity
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acting as a spin-wave source, e.g., the STT device [6,7],
the magnetic vortex core [9], or the lithographically defined
magnonic transducer [15]. Hence, a question arises: What is
the smallest wavelength of propagating coherent spin waves
that could be controllably generated?

Here, we use a simple but general analytical theory to
demonstrate that spin waves may be generated from magnetic
interfaces pumped by the microwave magnetic field. Atom-
ically flat magnetic interfaces have now become a common
place in magnetic nanotechnology. Thus, we suggest that
the interface-mediated spin-wave emission be the candidate
mechanism for creation of ultimately small magnonic sources,
limited only by the frequency dependence of the dynamic
magnetic susceptibility of the adjacent media. We also use our
theory to discuss qualitatively the recent experimental results
on spin-wave generation and to argue that they are explained
by the Schlömann mechanism [10].

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
(Sec. II), we present the main theoretical result of our study,
i.e., the method that reduces the problem of spin-wave emis-
sion from a magnetic interface to inhomogeneous boundary
conditions. The method is then discussed in Sect III: its gen-
eral properties are discussed in Sec. III A, its use is illustrated
using a simple problem as an example in Sec. III B; and
several recent experimental results are discussed and inter-
preted using obtained insights in Sec. III C. Finally, Sec. IV
is devoted to conclusions and outlook for further development
of the theory in view of outstanding challenges.

II. MODEL AND MAIN RESULTS

Let us consider the interface between two semi-infinite
magnetic media, A(z < −a/2) and B(z > +a/2), as shown
in Fig. 1. Here, a is the thickness of the spacer layer, which
may be equal to the atomic lattice constant in the case of
an atomically thin interface. The interface is parallel to the
x-y plane. The magnetization dynamics in the system are
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FIG. 1. The geometry of the problem is schematically shown.
Two semi-infinite magnonic media A and B are irradiated by a
uniform microwave magnetic field hi, which leads to emission of
spin waves from the interface into the media.

described by the Landau-Lifshitz equation

∂ M
∂t

= −γ [M × Heff ] + α

M

[
M × ∂ M

∂t

]
, (1)

where M is the magnetization (M = MA for z < −a/2 and
M = MB for z > +a/2), M is the saturation magnetization
(M = MA for z < −a/2 and M = MB for z > +a/2), γ

is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the dimensionless (Gilbert)
damping constant, and t is the time. Both γ and α are assumed
to be constant in the entire sample, for the sake of brevity. The
effective magnetic field Heff is assumed to have form

Heff =
{

HA
(
z < − a

2

)
,

HB
(
z > + a

2

)
,

(2)

where

HA(B) = ∂

∂z

(
2AA(B)

M2
A(B)

∂ MA(B)

∂z

)
+ HA(B),v + HA(B),c + hi,

(3)

hi is the incident microwave field, A is the exchange constant
(A = AA for z < −a/2 and A = AB for z > +a/2), and
indices “c” and “v” denote the interfacial coupling and volume
contributions to the effective field, respectively. The incident
microwave field is assumed to be effectively uniform on the
length scales of the problem. The volume fields may be slowly
varying functions of the coordinates. The interfacial coupling
field is assumed here to have the following form:

HA,c = 2AAB

MAMB
δ(z + a/2)MB(z + a),

(4)

HB,c = 2AAB

MAMB
δ(z − a/2)MA(z − a),

where AAB is the interfacial coupling strength.
Assuming that the static distribution of the magnetization

in the sample is known and given by M0, we can represent the
magnetization and effective field as sums of their static values
and small dynamic perturbations,

M = M0 + m(t ), Heff = Heff,0 + heff (t ),
(5)

m � M, heff � Heff ,

and then linearize the Landau-Lifshitz equation in m and heff .
As a result, we obtain

∂m
∂t

= −γ [m × Heff,0] − γ [M0 × heff ] + α

M

[
M0×∂m

∂t

]
.

(6)

By integrating the linearized Landau-Lifshitz equation
without the damping term over infinitely small vicinities of the
interface in each medium [1,16,17], we obtain the following
pair of boundary conditions for the dynamic magnetization:

AAB

MB
[mA × MB,0] + AAB

MB
[MA,0 × mB]

− AA

MA

[
MA,0 × ∂mA

∂z

]
= 0,

AAB

MA
[mB × MA,0] + AAB

MA
[MB,0 × mA]

+ AB

MB

[
MB,0 × ∂mB

∂z

]
= 0. (7)

Here, the function values are assumed to be taken at the
respective interface boundaries in each medium rather than in
the same point, e.g., z = 0 [18,19].

We proceed to finding the response of our sample to the
excitation by the uniform microwave magnetic field hi =
h exp(−iωt ). Following the method from Refs. [20,21], we
seek solutions in the form

m(t ) = mU exp(−iωt ) + μ exp(−iωt ), (8)

where μ is the new unknown function and mU describes
the linear response of the system to the incident uniform
microwave magnetic field in the absence of the interfacial
coupling, i.e., when AAB is equal zero. Hence, mU satisfies in
each medium the following inhomogeneous linear differential
equations:

iωmU = γ [mU × Hv,0] + γ

[
M0 ×

(
∂

∂z

(
2A

M2

∂mU

∂z

)

+ hv(mU) + h
)]

+ iαω

M
[M0 × mU], (9)

where Hv,0 and hv are the static and dynamic components
of the volume contribution to the effective field (hv � Hv,0),
with the homogeneous boundary conditions[

M0 × ∂mU

∂z

]
= 0. (10)

The solution can be written in a general form as

mA(B),U = χ̂A(B)h, (11)

where χ̂A(B) are the susceptibility tensors of the media. We
note that, since we have allowed the magnetic parameters of
the two media to vary in space, both mA(B),U and χ̂A(B) are
also functions of the coordinates and should be treated as local
functions [22]. This is not a problem, however, for the present
calculation since we will only need their values at the interface
boundaries.

The spin waves emitted from the interface are described
by function μ, which is found from the homogeneous linear
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differential equation

iωμ = γ [μ × Hv,0] + γ

[
M0 ×

(
∂

∂z

(
2A

M2

∂μ

∂z

)
+ hv(μ)

)]

+ iαω

M
[M0 × μ] (12)

with the inhomogeneous boundary conditions

AAB

MB
[μA × MB,0] + AAB

MB
[MA,0 × μB]

− AA

MA

[
MA,0 × ∂μA

∂z

]

= AAB

MB
[MB,0 × χ̂Ah] + AAB

MB
[χ̂Bh × MA,0],

AAB

MA
[μB × MA,0] + AAB

MA
[MB,0 × μA]

+ AB

MB

[
MB,0 × ∂μB

∂z

]

= AAB

MA
[MA,0 × χ̂Bh] + AAB

MA
[χ̂Ah × MB,0]. (13)

Adding and subtracting the two boundary conditions, we
can also write them as

2AAB

MAMB
[μA × MB,0] + 2AAB

MAMB
[MA,0 × μB]

− AA

M2
A

[
MA,0 × ∂μA

∂z

]
− AB

M2
B

[
MB,0 × ∂μB

∂z

]

= 2AAB

MAMB
([MB,0 × χ̂Ah] + [χ̂Bh × MA,0]),

AB

M2
B

[
MB,0 × ∂μB

∂z

]
= AA

M2
A

[
MA,0 × ∂μA

∂z

]
. (14)

In practice, one would use these boundary conditions to
tailor two plane spin-wave solutions either propagating or
decaying away from the interface on its either side. The inho-
mogeneity in the right-hand side of the first of Eq. (14) would
then result in the two waves having nonzero amplitudes, i.e.,
in the emission of spin waves from the interface. Hence, as
already mentioned earlier, the values of the static magnetiza-
tions MA(B),0, spin-wave functions μA(B) and susceptibilities
χ̂A(B) are taken in the immediate vicinity of the interface
boundaries. This means that the boundary conditions should
be applicable to a range of problems beyond the exchange
approximation assumed here. Only the physical nature and so
the value of the coupling coefficient would need to be revised.
This and other generalizations are discussed in greater detail
in the rest of the paper.

III. DISCUSSION

A. General properties of the inhomogeneous
boundary conditions

Let us begin by considering the general properties of the
obtained boundary conditions (14). We observe that, if the

coupling constant AAB is equal zero, they become

AB

M2
B

[
MB,0 × ∂μB

∂z

]
= − AA

M2
A

[
MA,0 × ∂μA

∂z

]
,

(15)
AB

M2
B

[
MB,0 × ∂μB

∂z

]
= AA

M2
A

[
MA,0 × ∂μA

∂z

]
,

which are equivalent to the boundary conditions (10) for mU.
However, the differential equation for μA(B) is homogeneous.
This means that, for each interface boundary independently,
the complex amplitudes of the incident and outgoing waves
must be equal, and so no spin-wave emission is possible.
This is also obvious, of course, from the fact that neither
the differential equation (9) nor the boundary conditions
(10) have any source terms in them. For the same reason,
no spin-wave emission is possible if the source term � =
2AAB
MAMB

([MB,0 × χ̂Ah] + [χ̂Bh × MA,0]) in Eq. (14) becomes
equal to zero for any other reason. Depending on the prob-
lem, the local microwave susceptibility tensors χ̂A(B) in the
vicinity of the interface can be calculated analytically [23] or
from micromagnetic simulations [22,24]. The most efficient
emission is expected when the source term is strongest. This
is achieved when either one or the other of the two media
is driven in or close to resonance. If the incident microwave
magnetic field excites both media with comparable strength,
the relative phase of the uniform precessions mA(B),U induced
in the two media needs to be considered.

In the case of a very strong coupling, we obtain

[μA × MB,0] + [MA,0 × μB]

= [MB,0 × χ̂Ah] + [χ̂Bh × MA,0],

AB

M2
B

[
MB,0 × ∂μB

∂z

]
= AA

M2
A

[
MA,0 × ∂μA

∂z

]
, (16)

i.e. a pair of boundary conditions that are independent of AAB.
In other words, although the coupling between the two media
is a prerequisite for the observation of the spin-wave emission,
once the two magnonic media are coupled, the exact strength
of the coupling becomes a secondary factor for the emission
process.

B. Example of a full solution of a simple problem

Now let us consider the case when the static magne-
tizations near the interface in the two media are parallel,
i.e., MA,0 ‖ MB,0. The two media have axially symmetric
properties, e.g., they have uniaxial anisotropies with different
strengths KA(B) but with the parallel axes of the easy mag-
netization (e.g., ẑ) along which the media are magnetized by
a magnetic field with strength H . In this simple model, the
spin waves in both media are circularly polarized and can be
described by scalar functions

μA(B) ∝ exp(±ikA(B)z), (17)

where only propagation along the ẑ axis is considered. Their
complex wave numbers are

kA(B) =
√

MA(B)

2AA(B)γ
(ω − ω0,A(B) + iαω), (18)
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where ω0,A(B) = γ (H + 2KA(B)

MA(B)
) are the uniform ferromagnetic

resonance frequencies in the semi-infinite media.
The boundary conditions (14) for the emitted spin waves

are then simplified to the following scalar form:

μB

MB
− μA

MA
− AA

2AABMA

∂μA

∂z
− AB

2AABMB

∂μB

∂z

=
(

χA

MA
− χB

MB

)
h

AB

MB

∂μB

∂z
= AA

MA

∂μA

∂z
, (19)

where h is now the amplitude of the incident circularly
polarized microwave magnetic field and the scalar microwave
susceptibilities of the media are

χA(B) = − M2
A(B)

2AA(B)k
2
A(B)

= − γMA(B)

ω − ω0,A(B) + iαω
. (20)

Considering only the waves propagating away from the in-
terface, i.e., μA ∝ exp(−ikAz) and μB ∝ exp(+ikBz), and
neglecting the interface thickness compared to the wavelength
of the spin waves [17], we obtain

CB

MB
− CA

MA
+ i

kAAACA

2AABMA
− i

kBABCB

2AABMB
=

(
χA

MA
− χB

MB

)
h,

kBABCB

MB
= −kAAACA

MA
, (21)

where CA(B) are the complex amplitudes of the spin waves in
media A and B, respectively. The second of the equations re-
quires the waves emitted on the opposite sides of the interface
to have opposite phases. The full solutions of this system of
equations are

CA = kBABAABMA
(

χB

MB
− χA

MA

)
(kAAA + kBAB)AAB − ikAAAkBAB

h,

(22)

CB = kAAAAABMB
(

χA

MA
− χB

MB

)
(kAAA + kBAB)AAB − ikAAAkBAB

h.

Thus, the uniform microwave magnetic field hi =
h exp(−iωt ) incident on the interface z = 0 between two
semi-infinite ferromagnetic media A and B leads to emission
from the interface of two propagating spin waves,

μAe−iωt = h
kBABAABMA

(
χB

MB
− χA

MA

)
(kAAA + kBAB)AAB − ikAAAkBAB

e−ikAz−iωt

for z < −a/2,

μBe−iωt = h
kAAAAABMB

(
χA

MA
− χB

MB

)
(kAAA + kBAB)AAB − ikAAAkBAB

e+ikBz−iωt

for z > +a/2. (23)

Equations (22) confirm our earlier observations that no
emission is possible when the two media are either uncoupled
(i.e., AAB = 0) or excited equally (in terms of both amplitude
and phase) near the interface (i.e., χA

MA
= χB

MB
), e.g., at a par-

ticular frequency. When one of the two media (e.g., medium
A) is driven close to its resonance and the other (medium
B) is relatively far from its resonance, we can approximately

assume that χA

MA
� χB

MB
, kB � kA. This leads to

CA
∼= −χAh,

(24)

CB
∼= kAAAMB

kBABMA
χAh.

The total amplitude of precession near the interface in
medium A is then mA,U + CA

∼= 0, which corresponds to the
dynamic pinning of the magnetization discovered by Wigen
et al. [11]. Combining Eqs. (20) and (24), we see that the
amplitude of spin waves emitted into medium B remains
finite, and is

CB
∼= − MAMB

2kAkBAB
h, (25)

which is in fact quite large since kA is small.
When the coupling is weak, i.e., when AAB can be con-

sidered as a small parameter, Eqs. (22) predict a linear de-
pendence of the amplitudes of the emitted spin waves on the
coupling strength:

CA ≈ i
AABMA

(
χB

MB
− χA

MA

)
kAAA

and

(26)

CB ≈ i
AABMB

(
χA

MA
− χB

MB

)
kBAB

h.

When the coupling is strong, i.e., when AAB can be
considered as a large parameter, Eqs. (22) predict that the
dependence of the amplitudes of the emitted spin waves on the
coupling strength saturates, so that the amplitudes approach
asymptotically constant values:

CA ≈ kBABMA
(

χB

MB
− χA

MA

)
kAAA + kBAB

and

(27)

CB ≈ kAAAMB
(

χA

MA
− χB

MB

)
kAAA + kBAB

h.

Now, we consider the frequency dependence of the ampli-
tudes of the emitted spin waves when the driving frequency is
much greater than the ferromagnetic resonance frequencies of
the media. Combining Eqs. (18) and (20) with Eqs. (26) and
(27), we find that the amplitudes decrease as ∝ ω−2 when the
coupling is strong and ∝ω−5/2 when it is weak.

C. Application to interpretation of recent experimental results

We have identified three recent experimental studies [25–
27] to which the theory developed here could be applied. We
discuss qualitatively the physics underpinning the observa-
tions in each case, making links to how our approach could
be modified to account for various experimental situations.

Au et al. used time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy
(TRSKM) to study the magnetic response of a continuous
junction between a semi-infinite film and a semi-infinite stripe
[25]. The structure had micrometer-scale dimensions and was
patterned from a rather thick film of permalloy. Hence, the
spin waves observed by Au et al. to be emitted from the
junction were of a purely magnetostatic nature, more specifi-
cally magnetostatic surface spin waves (MSSWs) [28]. From
a glance, this seems to contradict the exchange approximation
employed here. However, we note that the theory of MSSWs
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is based on a second-order differential equation, the Walker
equation [29]. Hence, the same method as that presented here
could be applied to quantify the emission of the MSSWs from
the interface between the semi-infinite film and stripe, with
the complication of needing to stitch the solutions for the
magnetostatic potential at the interface not only within but
also outside the magnetic material. As far as the wave emis-
sion is concerned, however, we expect the relevant physics to
remain the same as here. The continuity of the magnetostatic
potential and its derivatives at the interface ensures coupling
between the waves in the two media. So, the only major factor
expected to affect the MSSW emission should therefore be the
difference of the microwave magnetic susceptibilities at the
interface, or rather their gradient. Indeed, the variation of the
magnetic susceptibility in Ref. [25] resulted from the shape
anisotropy. The latter originates from the internal magnetic
field, which may only have discontinuities at discontinuities of
the magnetization. At the same time, we showed in Ref. [17]
that interfaces of finite thickness could be described using
boundary conditions of Barnaś-Mills form [18,19], which are
fully compatible with the method described here.

Hämäläinen et al. observed emission of dipole-exchange
spin waves in a thin-film sample with a periodically modu-
lated orientation of the uniaxial anisotropy axis [26]. Their
micromagnetic simulations were used to show that the spin-
wave emission could also be observed from a single region
of increased effective magnetic field and from an isolated
interface. Our theory lends a qualitative explanation to the
observations of Hämäläinen et al. Neglecting the ellipticity of
precession in the system studied in Ref. [26], the amplitudes
of spin waves emitted from an isolated interface between
media with different directions of the easy magnetization axes
can be expected to be approximately given by

CA = kB(χB − χA)

kA + kB
h,

(28)

CB = kA(χA − χB)

kA + kB
h,

where kA(B) and χA(B) include relevant magnetostatic contri-
butions. In particular, this shows that the spin-wave emission
occurs into both media with equal amplitudes and opposite
phases, as we indeed observe in Fig. 6 from Ref. [26].
Again, the major contribution to the emission mechanism is
the difference between the susceptibilities of the two media.
A quantitative theory of the observations from Ref. [26],
including the case of a periodic structure, is a topic of our
ongoing investigations and will be presented elsewhere.

Klinger et al. observed formation of nonuniform standing
spin waves in a film of yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) covered by
a layer of cobalt, either in a direct contact or separated by
a nonmagnetic spacer layer [27]. Again, the observations of
Klinger et al. fall squarely within both the picture of Wigen’s
dynamic pinning [11] and Schlömann’s spin-wave excitation
mechanism [10]. The calculations here expose the decisive
role of the difference between the resonance frequencies in
and therefore the microwave susceptibilities of the cobalt and
YIG films. This conclusion is echoed by the observations of

Qin et al. based on micromagnetic simulations for similar
structures [30]. At the same time, the exact nature of the
interfacial coupling between cobalt and YIG is a secondary
consideration, as far as the mechanism of the spin-wave emis-
sion is concerned. Again, the problems from Refs. [27,30]
seem to allow for a full analytical solution, which is, however,
a topic of a separate calculation. As an aside, we note that
the dynamic pinning [11] like that observed in Ref. [27]
can be used to design structures with increased magnetic
permeability values at elevated frequencies [31,32].

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have developed a simple analytical the-
ory of spin-wave emission from magnetic interfaces. The the-
ory has been applied to interpret qualitatively three recent ex-
perimental studies in which spin-wave emission was observed
from interfaces in magnetic structures. The major conclusion
of the study is that the amplitude of emitted spin waves scales
linearly with the difference between the magnetic susceptibili-
ties of the adjacent magnonic media. At the same time, the de-
pendence of the emitted spin-wave amplitude on the interlayer
coupling strength is linear when the coupling is weak, and
then saturates as the coupling strength increases, becoming
constant in the strong coupling regime. Since the interfaces
may be made virtually infinitely thin, the emitted spin waves
may also have an arbitrary small wavelength. However, their
amplitude is still limited by the frequency dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility and in turn the values of the resonance
frequencies of the adjacent media. Hence, a question arises
as to how the resonance frequency of one of the two media
could be increased. Possible strategies include the use of
confined exchange spin waves [31,32], hexaferrites [8,33], or
even antiferromagnets [34] and weak ferromagnets [35]. In
particular, the use of antiferromagnets is capable of pushing
the excitation frequencies to the THz domain but will require
one to reconsider the choice of stimuli employed to excite
the sample. Indeed, in this paper, we have only considered
the process of spin-wave emission in response to excitation
by an incident microwave magnetic field. The latter could be
replaced by a field of another nature, e.g., an electric field
[36–39], a strain field [40,41] or an effective magnetic field
due to ultrashort optical pulses [34,35,42,43]. Both the theory
and physics it describes would remain very similar, with the
major difference being that the susceptibility χ̂A(B) would
need to be replaced by a quantity describing the response
of the media to the relevant stimulus. Systematic theoretical
and experimental realizations of the strategy presented in this
paper to these and many other situations are topics for future
research.
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